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APPENDIX

Definition 1

A function : R+ ! R+ belongs to class-K iff it is continuous and
satisfies

r1 �r2 ) (r1) � (r2) 8r1; r2 2 R+

(0) =0

r >0) (r) > 0: (32)

A function : R+ ! R+ belongs to class-KR iff it belongs to class-K
andlimr!1 (r) = 1.
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Existence and Uniqueness of Risk-Sensitive Estimates

James T. Lo and Thomas Wanner

Abstract—Risk-sensitive criteria have been used to derive robust filters,
identifiers, and controllers. The fundamental issues of existence and
uniqueness of an estimate of a random variable given a random vector
with respect to an order-( ) risk-sensitive criterion are studied in this
note. More precisely, we prove the existence of a unique risk-sensitive
estimate provided 0 and 1. For the remaining cases, a general
existence result is not available at this time. We do, however, prove the
existence in certain special cases. Moreover, we present examples with
uncountably many optimal risk-sensitive estimates, i.e., exhibiting an
extremely high level of nonuniqueness.

Index Terms—Existence, risk-sensitive estimate, uniqueness.

I. INTRODUCTION

The risk-sensitive criteria in the form of an exponential quadratic
functional were first proposed by Jacobson [1], [2] for stochastic linear
control. Intuitively speaking, the risk-sensitive criteria emphasize
greater errors in an exponential manner, and thereby avert larger
“risks” and induce robust performances.

The relationships among theH1-norms, the minimax criteria in dy-
namic games and the risk-sensitive criteria have attracted a great deal of
attention in the past few years [3]–[7]. For linear systems,H

1-optimal
controllers and filters can be derived by minimizing some risk-sensi-
tive criteria. Extending such connections to nonlinear control problems
by the conventional analytic approach is a topic of current research
[8]–[10]. In a series of recent papers [11]–[16], the risk-sensitive cri-
teria were generalized and applied to robust identification, control and
filtering for nonlinear systems by the use of neural networks.

This note addresses a fundamental issue in risk-sensitive filtering
and estimation, namely the existence and uniqueness of an optimal es-
timate of a random variable given another random variable or vector
y with respect to a risk-sensitive criterion. In Section II, it is estab-
lished that under rather mild regularity conditions, a unique optimal
estimatex̂ exists with respect to the order-(�; p) risk-sensitive crite-
rion 1=� lnE exp� jx � x̂jp for any� > 0 and anyp > 1.

As for the remaining cases, we show in Section III that under certain
assumptions on the�-field �fyg generated byy optimal risk-sensitive
estimates exist. These conditions are very restrictive, but a general ex-
istence result is not available at this time. We also settle the question
of uniqueness. It turns out that for� < 0, and likewise for� > 0 and
0 < p < 1, there are examples exhibiting uncountably many optimal
estimates. These will be presented in Section IV.

II. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS FOR� > 0 AND p > 1

In the following, we consider a probability space (
;F ; �), as well
as a random variablex over this probability space. As� converges
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to 0, the order-(�; p) risk-sensitive criterion1=� lnE exp� jx� zjp

converges toE(x�z)p (thepth power of the standardLp-norm), with
respect to which the optimal estimatez = x̂ of a random variablex
given another random variable or vector is known to exist uniquely. In
the following, we extend this result to the case� > 0 andp > 1.

Theorem II.1: Consider the estimation of a random variablex given
a random vectory with respect to the risk-sensitive criterion1=� �
lnE exp � jx � zjp for � > 0 andp > 1, wherez is measurable with
respect to the�-field �fyg generated byy. Assume that

1

�
� lnE exp � jxjp <1: (1)

Let Y denote the set of all� fyg-measurable functions, and define

b = inf
1

�
� lnE exp � jx � zjp z 2 Y : (2)

Then,b < 1 and there exists a uniquêx 2 Y such that

1

�
� lnE exp � jx � x̂jp = b :

The above result can be proved using the direct method in the cal-
culus of variations, see, for example, [17]. This method is standardly
employed in applications to partial differential equations, but in order
to keep this note self-contained, we outline the proof in the remainder
of this section.

We start with some preliminary definitions and results. As in The-
orem II.1, lety be a random variable, and letY denote the set of all
functions which are measurable with respect to the�-field �fyg gen-
erated byy. Letx be a (fixed) random variable satisfying (1), and define
the functional

F(z) = E exp � jx � zjp 2 [0;1]; for z 2 Y : (3)

Then, (2) immediately implies

inf fF(z) j z 2 Y g = e�b <1

and in order to verify Theorem II.1 we only have to show that there
exists a uniquêx 2 Y such thatF(x̂) = e�b. First, some properties of
F have to be established.

Lemma II.2: Assume that� > 0 andp > 0. Then, for everyz 2 Y
we have

kx� zkpL = Ejx� zjp �
1

�
� lnF(z) : (4)

Proof: The result follows immediately from the convexity of the
exponential function, Jensen’s inequality, and the fact that the loga-
rithm is increasing.

Lemma II.3: Assume that� > 0 andp � 1. Then, the functional
F defined in (3) is strictly convex onY , i.e., for arbitraryz1; z2 2 Y
and�1; �2 > 0 with �1 + �2 = 1 one has

F (�1z1 + �2z2) � �1 � F (z1) + �2 � F (z2) : (5)

Furthermore, (5) impliesz1 = z2 almost everywhere.
Proof: Due to� > 0 andp � 1 the functiont 7! e��jtj is

strictly convex. From this, the strict convexity ofF follows easily.
Lemma II.4: Suppose that� > 0 andp > 1, and let the functional

F be defined as in (3). Furthermore, letYp � Y denote the Banach
space of�fyg-measurable functions whosepth power is integrable,
equipped with the normkzkL = (Ejzjp)1=p. Then,F is weakly
lower semicontinuous onYp, i.e., if (wk) � Yp converges weakly to
w 2 Yp, then the estimate

F (w) � lim inf
k!1

F (wk) (6)

holds.

Proof: Let (zk) denote a subsequence of (wk) such that
limk!1 F(zk) = lim infk!1F(wk). Obviously, one also has
zk * w weakly inYp ask ! 1. According to Mazur’s lemma (see
[18, p. 120]) there exist numbers�n;k � 0, n � k � 1, with the
following properties:

• for everyk � 1 only finitely many of the�n;k, n � k, are
different from 0;

• the identity 1
n=k �n;k = 1 holds for everyk � 1;

• if we setz�k = 1
n=k �n;k � zn for k � 1, thenlimk!1 z�k = w

strongly inYp.
By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume without loss
of generality that in factz�k converges pointwise tow almost every-
where ask ! 1. Then, Fatou’s lemma and Lemma II.3 yield

F (w) � lim inf
k!1

F (z�k) � lim inf
k!1

1

n=k

�n;k � F (zn)

� lim inf
k!1

sup
n�k

F (zn) = lim
k!1

F (zk)

= lim inf
k!1

F (wk) :

This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem II.1:We begin by proving the existence of an

optimal estimatêx 2 Y . Let (wk) � Y denote a sequence with
F(wk) < 1 for all k, as well as

lim
k!1

F (wk) = e�b :

Then, the triangle inequality inLp and Lemma II.2 imply

kwkkL �kx� wkkL + kxkL

�
1

�
� F (wk)

1=p

+
1

�
� F (0)

1=p

:

According to (1) and the assumed convergence of (F(wk)) the se-
quence (wk) is therefore bounded inYp. SinceYp is a reflexive Ba-
nach space (see [18, p. 115]), there exists a subsequence (wj ) of (wk)
which converges weakly to somew 2 Yp. Lemma II.4 now furnishes

F(w) � lim inf
k!1

F (wj ) = lim
k!1

F (wk) = e�b:

On the other hand, the definition ofb in (2) andw 2 Yp � Y yield
F(w) � e�b, i.e., x̂ = w is an optimal estimate.

Finally, assume that there are two optimal estimatesx̂1 andx̂2. Then,
(x̂1 + x̂2)=2 2 Y , and thereforee�b � F((x̂1 + x̂2)=2) � e�b due
to Lemma II.3 . The strict convexity assertion of this lemma implies
x̂1 = x̂2 almost everywhere, which completes the proof of the theorem.

So far we have only considered the “static” problem of finding a risk-
sensitive estimate for a random variable. It is of course of great interest
to consider system dynamics, i.e., to replace the random variablex in
Theorem II.1 by a discrete or continuous-time) stochastic processXt.
This can easily be achieved, and leads to the following result.

Theorem II.5: Consider the estimation of a stochastic processXt,
t 2 T (which can have either a discrete or a continuous time setT )
given a processYt with respect to the risk-sensitive criterion1=� �
ln

T
E exp � jXt � Ztj

p dt for � > 0 andp > 1, whereZt is a
process which is measurable with respect to the�-field�fY g on
�T
generated byYt. Assume that

1

�
� ln

T

E exp � jXtj
p dt <1 (7)

letY denote the set of all� fY g-measurable functions, and define

b = inf
1

�
� ln

T

E exp � jXt � Ztj
p dt Zt 2 Y : (8)
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Then,b < 1 and there exists a uniquêXt 2 Y such that

1

�
� ln

T

E exp� Xt � X̂t

p

dt = b:

Proof: The proof of this theorem readily reduces to the proof of
Theorem II.1 . We only have to consider the involved stochastic pro-
cesses as random variables on the measure space
�T , equipped with
the canonical product measure. The fact that this product measure is not
a probability measure in general does not affect the proof in any way.

III. A N EXISTENCE RESULT FOR THEREMAINING CASES

The approach presented in the previous section extensively uses the
theory of reflexive Banach spaces. However, this general framework
cannot be employed for0 < p � 1. For p = 1 the spaceYp is a
nonreflexive Banach space, and for0 < p < 1 it is only a Frechet
space. Furthermore, the convexity ofF , which is crucial for the weak
lower semi-continuity ofF , breaks down for0 < p < 1. The situation
is even worse if� < 0, since in this caseF is never convex, regardless
of the value ofp > 0.

To the best of our knowledge, a general existence result for the afore-
mentioned cases does not exist. However, we will present a simple ex-
istence result for a specific situation, that might be applicable in certain
situations. As in the last section, consider a probability space (
;F ; �)
and a random variablex over it. We want to find an optimal estimate
z = x̂ of x given another random variable or vectory, with respect to
the order-(�; p) risk-sensitive criterion1=� lnE exp � jx � zjp. If we
assume that the�-field �fyg generated byy is generated by a count-
able partition of the underlying set
, then the existence of optimal
estimates can be established. More precisely, we have the following
result.

Proposition III.1: Consider the estimation of a random variablex
given a random vectory with respect to the risk-sensitive criterion1=��
lnE exp � jx � zjp for � 6= 0 andp > 0, wherez is measurable with
respect to the�-field �fyg generated byy. Assume that

1

�
� lnE exp � jxjp <1

let Y denote the set of all� fyg-measurable functions, and define

b = inf
1

�
� lnE exp � jx � zjp z 2 Y :

Furthermore, assume that the�-field �fyg on 
 is generated by a
countable partitionf
kg

1
k=1, i.e., the sets
k are pairwise disjoint,

and for everyk, the only subsets of
k which are contained in�fyg
are the empty set and
k. Then,b < 1 and there exists a function
x̂ 2 Y such that

1

�
� lnE exp � jx � x̂jp = b:

Proof: Due to the special structure of the�-field �fyg every
function inY has to be constant on each of the
k. Thus, it can readily
be verified that

b =

1

k=1

inf
1

�
� ln




e�jx(!)�cj d�(!) : c 2 (�1;1) :

This immediately implies that in order to establish the existence of an
optimal estimate it suffices to show that for everyk the function

c 7!



e�jx(!)�cj d�(!) (9)

has a global minimum or maximum, depending on whether� > 0 or
� < 0, respectively. This, however, can be verified easily. For example,
in the case� < 0 one obtains

lim
c!�1 


e�jx(!)�cj d�(!) = 0

due to Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. Since the mapping
defined in (9) is continuous (this also is a consequence of Lebesgue’s
dominated convergence theorem), the result follows.

The above result relies heavily on the fact that for the specific form
of the�-field �fyg the minimization process reduces to a collection of
countably many one-dimensional minimization processes. In general,
this is obviously not satisfied, and we do expect that for some strange
�-fields�fyg no optimal estimate exists. The reason for this will be-
come clearer in the next section. There we show that optimal estimates
in the nonconvex case can be nonunique. Thus, minimizing sequences
might develop significant oscillations in the function values, alternating
between the different minima. We conjecture that in this case, it will be
impossible to extract convergent subsequences from the minimizing se-
quence. Examples of such behavior within the framework of calculus
of variations are well known, and the corresponding variational prob-
lems can be shown to have no global minimizers.

IV. NONUNIQUESS OF THEOPTIMAL ESTIMATE

As we indicated at the beginning of the last section, standard vari-
ational techniques cannot be employed to prove the existence of risk-
sensitive estimates for� > 0 and0 < p � 1, or for � < 0 and ar-
bitrary p > 0. This is mainly due to the breakdown of the convexity
of the considered functional. In this section, we demonstrate by means
of an example that this breakdown of convexity may result in severe
nonuniqueness of the optimal risk-sensitive estimates.

Consider the set
 = (0;1), equipped with the standard Borel
�-fieldF . Define a probability measure� on (
;F ) through a density
functionp� : (0;1) ! (0;1) which satisfies the identityp�(!) =
2�n for all ! 2 (n � 1; n], wheren denotes a positive integer. The
probability space (
;F ; �) will be the underlying probability space
for our example. Consider the parameterized family of real functions
gc defined by

gc(t) = e�jc�tj + e�jc+tj :

Then, the following result is true.
Lemma IV.1: Consider the functionsgc defined above. For� > 0

and0 < p < 1, the functiongc attains its global minimum at�t� for
somet� > 0, provided

0 < c <
1� p

�p

1=p

: (10)

In the case� < 0 andp > 1, the functiongc attains its global maximum
at�t� with t� > 0, provided

c >
1� p

�p

1=p

> 0: (11)

Finally, if � < 0 and0 < p � 1, thengc attains its global maximum
at�t� for somet� > 0, regardless of the value ofc > 0.

Proof: On the open interval (�c; c), we have

gc(t) = e�(c�t) + e�(c+t)

i.e., the functiongc is differentiable on (�c; c). Sincegc is even, we
obtaing0c(0) = 0. Furthermore, one can easily check that

g00c (0) = 2�p � cp�2 � e�c � (�p � cp + p� 1) :
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Thus, for� > 0 and0 < p < 1 assumption (10) impliesg00

c (0) < 0,
i.e., the functiongc has a strict local maximum at 0. In combination
with limt!�1 gc(t) = +1 this proves the first part of the lemma.

If � < 0, then we havelimt!�1 gc(t) = 0. Thus, the remaining
assertions of the lemma hold if we can establish the existence of a strict
local minimum ofgc at 0. Forp > 1, this follows from the fact that
(11) impliesg00c (0) > 0, for 0 < p � 1 one hasg00c (0) > 0 for any
c > 0.

Using this elementary lemma, we can construct a random variable
x defined on the probability space (
;F ; �), for which uncountably
many optimal risk-sensitive estimatesx̂ exist. This is done in the fol-
lowing proposition.

Proposition IV.2: Consider the probability space (
;F ; �) defined
above, and assume that either� < 0 andp > 0, or that� > 0 and
0 < p < 1 hold. Furthermore, depending on the choice of� andp,
choose a constantc > 0 such that (10) or (11) are satisfied. Define the
random variablex by

x(!) :=
c; for ! 2 n� 1; n� 1

2

�c; for ! 2 n� 1
2
; n

for integersn � 1. Assume that the random variabley is constant on
each of the intervals (n� 1; n], wheren � 1 is an integer. Then, there
exist uncountably many optimal risk-sensitive estimatesx̂ of x given
y.

Proof: The �-field �fyg is of the form required in
Proposition III.1. Thus, optimal risk-sensitive estimates exist.
Furthermore, a random variablêx 2 Y is an optimal estimate if and
only if its (constant) valuêxn on the interval (n � 1; n] minimizes
(for � > 0) or maximizes (for� < 0) the value of

(n�1;n]

e
�jx(!)�x̂ j

d�(!) =
1

2n+1
� gc (x̂n) :

Due to Lemma IV.1 , we therefore obtain the following characterization
of optimal risk-sensitive estimateŝx of x given y. Let t� > 0 be as
in Lemma IV.1, i.e., the functiongc attains its global minimum (for
� > 0) or maximum (for� < 0) at�t�. Then, a function̂x 2 Y is
an optimal risk-sensitive estimate ofx giveny, if and only if for every
integern � 1 we have either̂x(!) = t� for all ! 2 (n � 1; n], or
x̂(!) = �t� for all ! 2 (n� 1; n]. Since there are uncountably many
functionsx̂ of this type, the proof of the proposition is complete.

V. CONCLUSION

The existence and uniqueness of an optimal estimate of a random
variable given another with respect to the general order-(�; p) risk-sen-
sitive criterion for� > 0 andp > 1 is established. While the question
of existence in the remaining cases is generally unknown, we present
an existence result for some special cases. Furthermore, we show that,
in general, the optimal risk-sensitive estimates will be nonunique.
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